Debiasing-Based Noise Suppression for Ultrafast Ultrasound Microvessel Imaging

Ultrasound microvessel imaging (UMI) based on the combination of singular value decomposition (SVD) clutter filtering and ultrafast ultrasound imaging has recently demonstrated substantially improved Doppler sensitivity, especially to small (< 0.7 mm diameter) vessels that are invisible to conventional Doppler imaging performed typically at about 4.5 MHz. This work proposes a noise suppression method based on noise debiasing that promises to facilitate the real-time implementation of enhanced-quality UMI with background noise suppressed. The proposed method experimentally measures the noise-induced bias by collecting noise signal using the identical imaging sequence as conventional UMI, but with the ultrasound probing wave turned off. The estimated bias can then be subtracted from the original power Doppler image to obtain effective noise suppression. The cover images show the UMI of in vivo human kidney and in vivo human liver before (left column) and after (right column) noise suppression demonstrating an improved vasculature visualization. The proposed noise suppression method has negligible computational cost and can be combined with a previously proposed accelerated singular value decomposition clutter filtering technique to provide real-time UMI for various clinical applications, such as kidney, liver, inflammatory bowel diseases, and tumor evaluations.
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